
RADLEY LAKES - A COUNTY WILDLIFE SITE 
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The ecological importance of the unfilled 

Radley Lakes  has only recently been 

recognized. In the late eighties, before 

much ash filling took place, surveys by the 

Oxford Ornithological Society showed the 

area had the highest diversity of breeding 

birds in the county. This was recorded in 

“The Atlas of Birds of Oxfordshire”.  

Now ten lakes have been filled with ash, 

and just two remain. When RWE npower 

applied for planning permission to fill 

these last two in June 2005, there was no 

official designation to protect them and 

show their wildlife value.  

 

English Nature, the government’s statutory 

body for the protection of our 

environment, proved unable to consider 

the site for an SSSI. Apparently, they were 

too busy being reorganized into Natural 

England and the site was deemed not big 

enough to be worth their consideration! 

European Status, as a Special Area of 

Conservation, was also impossible. Only a 

few sites of each type can be designated,  

most designations had already been made!  

 
All that was available to show the value of 

these lakes was designation as a County 

Wildlife Site. The decision was four times 

postponed in the course of a year and, 

inexplicably, the site was not finally 

designated until after the planning meeting  

to decide on the lakes’ future! 

        
It is regrettable that the panel decided to 

include RWE npower’s ash filled pits as 

well as the two lakes in their County 

Wildlife Site since this has allowed RWE 

npower to make even more exaggerated 

claims about the ecological value of their 

PFA restoration. Save Radley Lakes would 

have preferred these areas to be considered 

separately on their own merits. 



 

 
 

The picture shows the Radley lakes site after 20 years of ash dumping by the Power 

Station. Of the original twelve lakes, only two remain- Thrupp and Bullfield Lakes in 

the foreground. Behind, and to the right are the previously filled lakes, now ash pits. 

 
THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN 

 

When one looks at the detailed wildlife 

analysis of the various areas that now make 

up the County Wildlife Site, it is clear that 

the vast majority of the wildlife interest 

occurs in and around the two lakes. They are 

the jewel in the crown of the whole site! 

 

PFA, or ash, whilst it may give rise to some 

ecological interest, is for many years 

inhospitable to most species so the ash pits 

are unlikely to have earned a County 

Wildlife Status in their own right. Much of 

the wildlife interest they do have occurs 

around their margins where there has been 

little, or no, disturbance of the ground. 

 

Nowadays, the Environment Agency  

requires that when lakes are filled they must 

be lined by over a metre of clay and 

surrounded by huge clay banks, so that 

effluent from the ash will not pollute the 

ground water.  

 

This means that RWE npower’s  proposed 

works will cause massive disruption and 

damage to the lakes area and its ecology. It 

will pose a real threat to the many species 

found there and hence to the whole County 

Wildlife Site itself! 

 

Given the huge area already filled with ash,  

it is clear that another 10 hectares will bring 

little extra benefit. There are ten ash pits on 

the site already but only two lakes! 

 

Are Oxfordshire County Council going to 

designate a site as a County Wildlife Site and 

then immediately allow it to be laid to waste? 

 
 

For further information: 
tel: 01235 530174  OR  01235 559752 

                                                               

 

www.radleyvillage.org.uk  

www.saveradleylakes.org.uk   

 

 


